
Virtualize, easily.
Run virtual servers in a private cloud without purchasing licenses  
or a private infrastructure, with our revolutionary user interface. 
 
You are buying a service, both data and infrastructure remain 
in your server room.

www.apptocloud.com

No investment in HW or SW
Data center delivered as a service “all in one”: HW, virtualization and SW.

No investment in HW purchase. No fees for virtualization.
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Technical support 24/7/365
Remote monitoring of every single production cluster. 

25-minute callback guarantee. Full migration within  

2 hours after detecting a potential problem. Physical HW 

exchange within 24 hours.

Installation and transport 
free of charge
Migration of your current physical or virtual servers  

to ApptoCloud appliance. Transport of all the components 

and HW assembly into customer’s rack is free of charge.

High Accessibility       
Accessibility of 99,9 % guaranteed. HW in stock at our customer’s rack. 

Non-production spare servers ready to take over the entire activity of the production

servers without any interruption.

Everything tailored to the customer’s needs            
The possibility to immediately increase / decrease performance. Production servers 

allocated to a required number of virtual servers. The possibility to rent licenses from 

our SW partners. Operating system Windows or Linux possible.

List of functions  

ApptoCloud user interface
Virtual server management. Easy data recovery. Complete branding: logo 

exchange, a product landing page, own login at a URL address of your choice.

Your
logo

List of functions  
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Cluster scheme    

Control server works as a central control unit and applies changes in settings. It manages the distribution  
of IP addresses, checks cluster performance and decides where virtual servers will be created. It reports cluster 
operation into our 24-7 NOC center. Administration interface does not run on the control server. Administrators 

connect to our own cloud service which is directly connected to the cluster.

CONTROL SERVER

A single server to run KVM. Each of the servers operates with a predetermined agregation according to the type 
of application or service. That is why we are able to guarantee required performance.

PRODUCTION SERVER

Spare server in the cluster remains inactive until there is a defect reported on one of the production 
servers. At this time data live migration starts and spare server becomes production server. 
After physical HW replacement and data synchronization is completed it is put aside again.

Synchronization does not affect the run of production applications.

SPARE SERVER

Cluster automatically maintains a 3-day roll-back-backups of each virtual appliance renewable 1:1. Backups can 
be recovered directly from the user interface. Backups are done automatically every day. Data storage is used 

only for backup storage, not for work with production data.

STORAGE FOR BACKUPS
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